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A look at Religion and Religious Texts
in the Kurdistan Region
Dr. Hiwa Majid Khalil
Abstract
The question of religion in the Kurdistan
Region is a hot topic. With the rise of
political Islam, the issue has become
further heated. This article seeks to
raise a number of questions through
a sociological method. The reason for
using these two methods is that the
author is trying to take advantage of the
most examples and expand the topic
through the simplest language. This is
to raise a number of rational questions
about the concept of religion in the
Kurdistan Region. Although close to
each other. At the same time this article
is not about the hermeneutic trend of
interpreting religious texts; although it
is close. Using this method the author
will; (1) Make a connection between
the text of the sky and its interpretation
by forming an understanding of how the
text has been influenced by elements
foreign to the Kurdistan Region and
how far these interpretations are from
the reality of Kurdish society; (2) show
that all the principles of secularization
exist in Kurdish society; (3) show that
the interpretation of the holy text itself
is to partly secularize the text; and, (4)
highlight those Muslim countries that
are secular.
This topic consists of a theoretical and
practical part. Both parts are different
but interconnected.
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Introduction
In 2009 and 2015, the two phases of
drafting the Kurdistan Constitution, the
sixth clause on religion was the subject
of much controversy. In the 2015
phase, there was much debate between
the Kurdistan Regions’ political parties
that were involved in the drafting of the
constitution, which was exacerbated
by commentary from civil society
organizations, high profile personalities
and others. The debate had two camps,
on one side, there were calls for the
Kurdish constitution to be secular, and
on the other, there were calls for it to
be a mix between the secular and the
religious. When it comes to the question
of religion and the role of religion in
the state, the non-Islamic parties in the
Kurdistan Region do not have a clear
worldview and propose secularization
shyly and fearfully. Numerous parties,
particularly the Kurdistan Region’s
Islamist parties, insist upon an Islamic
constitution, citing that over 90 percent
of the Kurdistan region’s population
is Muslim. They do not make a
distinction between a Muslim-majority
and Majority believed in Islam. During
a debate between Mullah Bakhtiar
and Ali Bapir on the experience of
democracy and secularism in the
Kurdistan Region, which was held in
April 2016 in the Kurdistan Region,
the chair of the debate claimed that
over 95 percent of the Kurdistan

Region’s population is Muslim. This
article will also address the notion that
it argues for a change of religion in
the Kurdistan Region. Such a demand
would be unrealistic and far-fetched as
a religious practice is a key part of the
structure of Kurdish society. However,
the rationalization of religion is a moral
demand that that will ultimately serve
both religion and human society. This
includes all religions in the Kurdistan
Region. All religions in the Kurdistan
Region are at the same level in their use
of violence and rejection of one another.
All religions in the Kurdistan Region
believe themselves to be superior to all
others. Of the monotheistic religions,
only Christianity and that practised in
the Atlantic Community and Europe
have surpassed the rationalizing
process.
What is meant by rationalization is
restricting the authority of religion and
preventing the personalization of it.
Part 1: The holy texts and power
Regarding religious states, historian
Flavius Joseph argues that «The founder
of the religious state of Moses is the
one who gives power and authority to
God.» (1).
This sentence hides the notion that God
has exercised his authority through his
prophets. This raises the question of
who has the right to exercise this power
after the death of the Prophet? This
religion can be asked of any religion.
In my opinion, once the Prophet is
dead, the given religion ceased to
exist. The only thing that remains
5

the interpretation of the religion and
the tradition and customs left by the
Prophet. Neither in the interpretation
nor in the Sunnah does the main
character, the Prophet, exist.
Tradition plays a key role in the
first stages following the death of a
Prophet. This stage is when those who
were close friends of the Prophet can
rely on the customs and tradition that
the Prophet left as the main source of
religion. During this stage, tradition
is prioritized over interpretation. In
the Khawarij war, for example, Imam
Ali demanded that the Qur›an not be
accepted as the arbiter between the
warring Muslim sides. Instead, that
religion should be relied on to resolve
the problems with the Khawarij. The
reason was that the interpretations of
the Quran were many, and they varied.
In other words, «everyone interpreted
the holy text according to their own
interests.» This occurred not long after
the death of the Prophet, indicating that
it was during this period that the crisis
of interpretation began. Indeed, if we
pay closer attention, it becomes clear
that this stage was more dependent
on tradition and narrative than on
interpretation because interpretations
can occur when there is a text;
however, the Sunnat and imitation are
more a process of narrative (for more
information, see Paul Ricoeur sources
in the list of sources). The second stage
is when interpretation becomes the
priority. This stage began when the
close relatives of the Prophet died.
During both stages, the same problem

arises. When the Prophet was alive,
he had a personal relationship with
God and was able to solve problems
by the guidance of God via revelation
(however, this was not at all times
because the Prophet had also had his
own time, action and life). However,
after the death of the Prophet, humanity›
connection with God and the heavens
cease to exist, and it is left to humanity
to explain things themselves. In reality,
this narrative is nothing more than» the
narration of man for a holy text in mans›
own language». This process is the
secularization of the holy text because
«the work of secularism is essentially
the to view subject and the phenomena
through the earthly lens.» Hence, there
are many types of «interpretations»
of the holy texts. The existence of
all these interpretations means that
the original holy text cannot truly be
implemented. This is mainly due to two
factors: first, that society continues to
be dynamic and active. The continual
survival of the holy text is due to its
ongoing interpretation, with the current
text interpreting the previous text.
With this, the religious text continues
to survive. For example, the works of
Plato or Marx›s have been the subject
of dozens of articles and books written
to discuss and interpret their texts. The
holy texts are no exception.
Paul
Ricoeur
explains
that
interpretation is connected to human
understanding. This is specific
to the human sciences. He even
distinguishes between interpretation
and explanation. According to Ricoeur,
an explanation is specific to the natural
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sciences and follows a particular
formula. To Ricoeur, interpretations
and explanations complement one
another, provided that the scientific,
philosophical, and positivist methods
are used for this interpretation in the
service of science. (2)
In the interpretation of the holy text,
there is something missing that was
present in the original «word» itself. .
According to Nasr Hamid Abu Zid (3)
and Mahdi Khalji (4), the absence is
that the holy text was originally an oral
message and was only later compiled
into a text. This is an important point.
In addition to the oral delivery of the
holy text, the Prophet would have
also used body language to deliver the
message, body language which added
meaning to the words. In addition, the
social context in which words were
expressed gave different meanings to
sentences. Both the Prophet›s body
language and the context in which
words were delivered are missing in
interpretations of the text. Let us give
a few examples. Imagine for a second
you were talking to someone. You can
see all his hand movements, his eyes
and his face. You can also hear all
the highs and lows of his voice as he
speaks. You can also read his emotions
from his face. Your understanding of
this person is based on all his body
movement, the rhythm of his voice, his
facial expressions and the connectives
and the meanings in which the speech
is expressed. However, if you hear this
person over the radio, you only hear
his sound, but you are unable to see his
body language and the environment in

which he is speaking. You have no idea
what has occurred the program was
broadcast. Were this person to speak
on TV, you would surely understand
him better. Then If the words expressed
on the radio and television are then
written down, the reader will read
the text through his own feelings and
expression of language and not in the
way it was originally said. Therefore, it
is the reader that gives text dynamism
and not Visa versa. For more clarity, let
us utilize some further examples. The
first example of the word «Sagbab»
(Kurdish for «Son of a bitch”). Sagbab
is a foul word; however, it is often used
in Kurdish culture when a person loves
a child to express his or her feelings.
At this point, the word is expressed
through a laugh, a hug, or a change
in one vocal rhythm to match that of
the children. Also, the speed at which
the word is expressed is not fast; it is
average. This utilization of «Sagbab»
is intended to be one of joy and an
expression of love. Therefore, here the
use of the word is not considered foul.
However, let us take the use of the same
word when two adults are arguing. The
word is expressed in this example,
through a loud voice, an angry face,
hateful emotion and in anger. The word
is also expressed quickly. In these two
contexts, the word «sagbab» is spelt
the same and does not detail different
contexts in which it can be written,
not just a dead feeling. The problem
of the holy text stems from here; it
carries a variety of interpretations. In
the «sagbab» example, they will base
their understanding of the word on
7

their personal connection to it.
This description of the text is also correct
for religion. For example, in the use of
the term «Allah Akbar». Imagine the
following situation: An ISIS member
has a knife in his hand, threatens to
and then beheads a Peshmerga while
yelling «Allahu Akbar». Here the term
«Allahu Akbar» is expressed in hatred
and resentment. The word, which is
expressed quickly in a short period,
is used in support of violence and the
eradication of the opponent. On the
other hand, when «Allahu Akbar» is
uttered during prayer, the individual
using the term is expressing his desire
for peace and tranquillity. In this
example, the term is said at a normal
pace. Similarly, when somebody is
angry, the term is also used, but here it
is said for a longer period. In all three
examples «Allahu Akbar» is spelt the
same but what gives the term meaning
is the body movements, the rhythm
of voice and the context in which the
word is expressed. Therefore, the work
has three different meanings in three
different examples. The reader can
imagine the same context but cannot
renew it، because the context is related
to the past time which can be called as
a dead time, this dead time can affect
negatively on the meaning of text even
may lead to death of the text.
Universalism of the holy text
The above state of the text, i.e. the death
of the holy text and its interpretation
and modern, comes in contrast to its
universalism. Therefore, it cannot be

treated as an applied law. Theologians
themselves were the first to understand
this and not treat the holy text as
applied law. If the celestial text consists
of a perfect whole, then the whole text
should universally be viewed in the
same light. A text (for example, a verse)
cannot be considered and applied,
while another is overlooked. In reality,
this is not the case. For example, we
have transcription, duplication and
modification. The question is: how can
the earthly man, in earthly language,
copy or modify the holy text, which is
the divine word? Has it not been said
that the holy text applies to all time
periods?
Therefore, the holy text is a universal
law. In fact, this notion of universality
and the interpretation of the holy text is
a contradiction.
On the other hand, the transcription
and duplication of the holy text have
been discussed in the text itself (for
example, verse 3 of Surat al-Baqara)
(5). Opinions on the transcription and
duplication of the text are varied and
are subject to different interpretations.
One key question remains unanswered.
If, during the time of the Prophet›s life,
the process of duplication took place
and he had lived longer, would there
have been another case of duplication
of the holy text? The answer is not a
simple yes or no. But we cannot deny
that the duplication process has taken
place. Duplication does not mean
deleting the original text. Rather, it
means that the original text is no longer
used. This again places a question mark
on the universality of the text. Another
8

important aspect of the holy text is
its flexibility. It is the bearer of the
message of violence, the bearer of the
message of peace and that of openness
to change.
The reason for this question is
that universal issues are the same
everywhere and at every time. Hence,
the changing time should not change
force changes on the holy text. These
laws should be the same from creation
to the end of time. For example, the
movement of rain, Earth’s orbit of
the sun and the influence of gravity
on an apple, photosynthesis in plants
have always remained constant.
Therefore, these laws can be described
as constant and universal. Can we
ascribe the same universality to the
holy text? Of course not. The holy
text requires interpretation; therefore,
it is not universal and changes with
time and location. The reason for its
lack of universality is that it cannot be
implemented in the real world exactly
as it requires. For more clarity, let›s
discuss the notion of theft. The holy
text requires the punishment for theft to
be the amputation of one of the thief’s
hands. However, the text does not
detail the context of reasons that this
punishment should be administered.
The reasoning and contexts behind
the punishment have been ascribed by
man’s interpretation of the holy text and
not by the text itself. Therefore, those
who were the first to secularise the
holy text have noted that Omar, the son
of the first Khalif, was the first person
not to implement this punishment. The
reason was famine. But did the holy

text, which is the original text, respect
the fact that these punishments will
need to be administered differently in
different contexts? Let’s take the same
example and apply it to a Kurdish
setting in the Badinan region. In Tribal
culture, theft is seen as happiness and
courage. Talk in these villages has often
been that someone has stolen tobacco
or rice from another village. Thefts of
this nature are carried out by the thief
in secret, and then the story of the
theft is celebrated in the tribe through
storytelling, without the act even being
describes as theft or affecting the thief’s
reputation. Or take, for example, the
Dashta Ze region, where it is customary
for a bride’s family to steal a chicken or
sheep from the Groom’s home. In these
examples, the thefts are carried out with
harmless intention, mainly for joy and
to show one’s courage. However, the
holy text requires the hands of these
individuals to be amputated. The text
has not differentiated between context,
culture or reasoning. That is why for
the majority of the Muslim world, bar
Saudi Arabia or the ISIS Caliphate; this
punishment is not implemented.
Another Kurdish example is men and
women working together. The idea of
men and women working together was
missing in the holy text and did not
exist when the holy text was first given
to man. The below example will make
this clearer. The mixing of men and
women is not permitted in the holy text.
We have often heard that Salafis and
many Islamic parties in the Kurdistan
Region, for example, Komal, oppose
the mixing of men and women in public
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places, be it on a farm or a school. In
Kurdish villages, the culture men and
women of a tribe or group of villages
work together for free in each other›s
fields as a form of collaboration. In the
Rania and Pashdar districts, during the
sunflower harvesting season, sunflower
seeds are harvested in the following
way. The owner of the sunflower crop
asks his friends and family to help him
with the harvesting of the sunflower
seeds. Males and females come together
around the harvest and sing songs as
they work on the harvest. Does the
holy text allow for this form of mixing
between men and women? Of course
not, but one of the interpretations of
the holy text (not all interpretations)
may allow for this mixing.
This example makes it clear to us
that the text is intended for a specific
location, culture and context, or is
influenced by a specific context. What
makes some parts of the holy text
universal is that these parts of the
text correspond to human values that
become richer over time and become
globalized. Love for one’s parents,
respecting and helping the poor and
preventing human oppression are
universal global values. These values
have more or less been mentioned in
all religions—however, the questions
of which poor person or which human
have different interpretations.
The holy text itself nods to its intended
locality. For example, the text requires
man to fast from sunrise to sunset. The
question is, in some parts of Russia
during the summer, daylight can
last for 23 hours, and in the north of

Scandinavia, there are no sunsets in
summer. How should people in these
locations fast? It is here that the holy
text is interpreted according to different
context so that it fits with the desired
location. So the holy text is secularised
and then labelled legitimate. Another
example is that the holy text, in
several different verses, mentions
the requirement to pray. However, it
provides no instruction on how one
should pray. The method was only
described by humans, leading to prayer
is different from region to region.
Therefore, the holy text is under the
influence of its environment. With
the advancement of communication
technology (from the caravans and
shipping through to the internet), the
boundaries of the understanding and
interpretation of the holy texts have
been broadened. However, the text
itself originated in a specific time and
place that has now passed.
Part two: holy texts
Let us first turn a blind eye to the fact
that the holy texts that are not specific
to one religion contradict our current
scientific knowledge. Let us also ignore
the theory of the big bang, in which the
world is believed to have been created
out of a great explosion. Let us imagine
that the world remains a religious one
and that religion continues to have
an influential role, regardless of the
fact that in some places, science is
dominant. In the world of religion,
humanity has faced two primary tests.
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First test: Abraham and his son
The main three global religions are
agreed that God ordered Abraham to
sacrifice his son by beheading as this is
the way in which religious sacrifices are
carried out. We were taught in school
that the reason for this commandment
was that God wanted to test Abraham›s
loyalty. When Abraham was about
to sacrifice his son, God sent a lamb
releasing Abraham from his test,
which he passed. This test raises some
questions, are we not saying that God
is the Creator of all things and that
He is aware of all human intention
and thought? Why then did he test
Abraham in this way? Did he not
know what Abraham would do? Any
religious leader would tell you that God
always knew what Abraham would do.
Then if he was aware, then why did
he put Abraham through this test? Is
the below not a better understanding
of this test? Through this event, God
wanted to tell human beings that no
one had the right to hurt or sacrifice
anyone in my name. If not, God could
have allowed Abraham to behead his
son, which would have led to humans
carrying out this act to this day. Many
may not like this interpretation and may
even describe it as a joke. But aren›t
the questions fundamental? Does this
kind of narrative not serve religion,
humanity, and God the most?
Second test: The experience of the
Prophet Mohammed
Within the Islamic world and outside,
there is much discussion around the

experience of the Prophet. In the
experience of Muhammad, there are
two disparate and different periods;
the Mecca experience and the Madina
experience. Even the holy text (Qur›an)
has based Islam on this experience.
That is to say, the Mecca text was softer,
while the Madina test was harsher. It
is argued that this harshness should
be analyzed based on the context in
which the text was delivered to man.
This is what I have discussed above.
That is human interpretation through
the human language of the holy text.
An interpretation that has the ability to
temporarily cure but is not capable of
eradicating the disease entirely. Is it
also not better for the above experience
to be interpreted as follows for the first
step for debate and a final resolution?
There is a long period of time between
the experience of Abraham and the
experience of Muhammad. During this
time, societies became more complex,
and several monotheistic religions,
such as Judaism and Christianity, had
already emerged. Society and politics
have become more complex, and the
number of earthly and heavenly religions
were on the rise. God sent Muhammad,
who had a relationship with God
through revelation (during this period,
revelation has become common in the
Arab world, particularly among poets
and other religious men). Mohammed
demonstrated two experiences to
humanity. The Mecca experience of
coexistence (in the context of his era)
and each to their own religion, and
the Medina experience which was
filled with blood and violence. Both
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experiences were steeped in religious
tribalism and patriarchy, two characters
that were reflected in all religions. Both
of Mohammed›s experiences were
supported by the holy text. However,
which experience was better? Isn›t it
better to ask if in the last test God wanted
to tell mankind that even if the Prophet,
who had a direct relationship with God,
combined politics and religion (text
and sword), human history would be
full of war and chaos? That is to say,
that the era of the prophets will come
to an end, to be replaced with the era of
the rational globalized and egalitarian
human governing human affairs. Which
experience is better? An experience
full of chaos or an experience full of
coexistence between men and religion.
In that, those who obey God will find
that God does not differentiate between
them. It is clear that this reading will
be criticized by both secularists and
men of religion. However, this is an
attempt, as Hamed Abdul Samad (6)
says, not to deny religion, but rather
to reason that it is not possible for the
modern intellect to evaluate religion
through its historical actions that are
ancient history, just as it is not possible
for religion to rule human beings in the
same way that it did in its heyday.
Part three: Religion in the
Kurdistan Region
The intention here is to find out
what kind of Muslims the Kurds
are, especially as figures show that
90 percent of them are Muslims. To
understand the religious tolerance of

the Kurdistan Region, it is better to
build a link between religion and the
level of education of the community.
Through this, we will gain a clearer
understanding of the role of religion
in the Kurdistan Region. Then, some
simple example of the daily culture
of the people of the Kurdistan Region
will be put forward to see how is the
current political tolerance of Islam
was taken into consideration by the
Kurdish individual when he or she
became a Muslim. This understanding
has changed immensely in the last
few years. Focusing on levels of
education in Kurdish society is very
important in understanding the type of
societal tolerance of religion and the
politicization of religion.
Education and personal life in the
Kurdistan Region
In the 1870s, the first modern school
was established in the Mosul Wilayat
of the Ottoman Empire. Sixty years
later, in 1927, the first school book was
translated from Arabic to Kurdish. In
addition, all the central subjects were
in Arabic. Before the establishment
of the first modern school, until the
establishment of the Iraqi state, the
Hujra was tasked with education.
Moreover, the primary languages of
the Hujra were Arabic, Persian and
Turkish, which was supplemented
with Kurdish. (7) In 1969, the Kurds
establish their first university, the
University of Sulaimani. . According
to the statistics of the Ministry of
Planning of the Kurdistan Region for
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the academic year 200627.4% ,2007of the population over the age of 10 was
illiterate. Meaning more than a quarter
of the population was unable to read
and write. It should also be noted that
at least until the establishment of the
Iraqi state, women were excluded from
education. Women make up half of the
Muslim population in the Kurdistan
Region. Because according to the same
report, the proportion of men to women
in the Kurdistan Region is equal (8).
It should also be said that Kurdish
society was tribal and rural, and
migration was another component
of the structure of Kurdish society. It
is also important to note that by the
end of 1991, the Iraqi government
had destroyed approximately 5,000
villages. The question then is, before
this destruction, how many Kurdish
villages had schools? In his book
Agha, Shaikh and State, Martin van
Bruinessen points out that until the end
of the nineteenth century, there was not
much connection between the villages
and towns of Kurdistan; most of the
equipment used in agricultural and
daily life in the daily life of villages was
hand-made by the villagers themselves
(9). These questions give a clear insight
into the strength of Islam’s hold in the
Kurdistan Region. It is true that before
the establishment of modern schools in
the Kurdistan Region, there were the
Hujra, who were tasked with educating
the community. However, these hujras
and three primary characters; first, it
was specific to the teaching of religion,
without criticism; Second, it was
specific to the male population; and

third, in contrast to the academy (e.g.
Plato’s Academy), was not a place
of philosophical conversation and
awakening, but rather a place of praise
and memory. These three characters
of the Huja mean that Kurdish society
was not able to develop scientifically.
(Turning through the pages of history,
we see that the creators of the geography
of the Islamic countries were mostly
people who believed in rationality
more than religion. Furthermore,
the influence of the Sassanid and
Byzantine empires, and later the
Greek philosophy of the Abbasids, is
demonstrative of the nature of thinking
in the Islamic World. Zakariya Razi
and Abu Ali Sina are two examples of
this thinking. While there is very little
information on them, we know that
one of them was an alcoholic and the
other was a capable doctor. In order to
provide further clarity on this, we need
to add another topic to the educational
question, which is the topic of Kurdish
identity, especially in the twentieth
century. There is no doubt that since the
beginning of the twentieth century, the
Kurds have been engaged in defining
their identity. Before this, the subject
of identity was an important issue for
Kurdish Sheikhs and poets. At this
stage, being Kurdish became more
important than being a Muslim as the
Kurdish identity was being violated by
the leaders of Muslim nations. Hence,
religion did not become an issue of
political ideology for the Kurds and
also did not become a major issue of
concern for Kurds. And why, many
Kurdish political leaders until the
13

1950s were either Sheikhs or Mullahs.
If we return to the educational
argument and the state of education
in the Kurdish society is as described,
then how did the Kurds understand
the holy text? Have all Kurds read the
holy text? It is uncommon for Kurds
to have read the holy text today, let
alone during the early periods. There
is no doubt that an individual becomes
a Muslim after reading the Shahada,
be it willingly or by force. An example
of force is when ISIS attacked Sinjar,
then gathered a group of Yazidi youths
and forced them to read the Shahada
under the threat of death. The Prophet
Mohammed’s words may ring true
here when he said that “if they do not
willingly become Muslims today their
children and grandchildren will do so
willingly”. (10)
Therefore, Kurdish Muslims today are
much different from Kurdish Muslims
then. When the Kurds became
Muslims, there was no such thing as
the city of Sulaymaniyah, Duhok did
not exist, and Erbil was not as large as
it is today. The cities were very small,
and the people were mostly rural and
engaged in agriculture. The Mullahs
were not as learned as they are today
and were unlikely to understand the
full extent of the issues raised by
the heavenly test, and the people’s
access to Mullah’s were limited.
Kurdish Islamism during this period
was determined by Islamic political
parties and organizations. Islamism
during this period was determined
by Qu’ran reading conferences and
competitions. Islamism during this

period was engaged in discussions
of male and female dress codes. That
is why Mr Rich, in his book Travels
through Kurdistan in 1980, states that
the freedom of Kurdish women is
the same as the freedom of European
women. (11)
Furthermore, the initial state in which
Kurds became Muslims (be it willingly
or by force) was one in which human
understanding of the world generally
consisted of a religious and not a
scientific one. Hence, we see that
during this period, there were countless
religions coexisting side by side during
this period. However, almost all the
religions were in agreement that the
world was being administered by a
heavenly body. There was no such
thing as the law of nature and man’s
free will over himself. From this
perspective, changing religions or
inventing religions was not problematic
as religion was not a marker of identity
as much as tribal affiliation. When new
religions threatened old ones, only
then did religion become a marker
of identity. Most Kurds who became
Muslims then and become Muslims
now do not agree with the passages in
the Qur’an that call for killings. If these
passages in the Qur’an are read blind
to most Kurds, they are likely to reject
them. When informing them that these
passages are from the Qu’ran, they are
likely to respond with; either the reader
has not understood the passage, a long
pause, or will provide several excuses
or scenarios for the passage.
From here, we can say yes, Kurds are
predominantly Muslims. However, the
14

question is, which type of Muslims are
they? Are they Muslims that only say
the Shahada in Arabic, or are they like
the Salafi community who promote
extremism and reject other cultures,
religions and languages?
Muslims like those who forced the
KRG Ministry of Endowments to ban
the sale of Islamic books on violence
at the April 2016 International Book
Fair on the grounds that such texts
are unfamiliar to Kurdish culture and
encourage violence. The majority of
Kurds, including Kurdish Mullahs,
still reject the fact that the enslavement
of Yazidi girls and women by ISIS was
done in line with the teachings of the
Quran as Kurdish culture and individual
attitudes reject such actions. It is for
this reason that the KRG Ministry of
Endowments 2015 tried to persuade
Islamic scholars in Saudi Arabia to
issue a fatwa against the abduction and
enslavement of Yazidi girls and women,
which would have been in contrast to
the teachings of the Holy Qu’ran. This
request was rejected by Islamic scholars
in Saudi Arabia. Yet, Kurdish Muslims
accept the notion that Muslims are
the best humans and Islam is the best
religion. The same goes for Kurdish
Yazidis, Jews, Kakaiis, and Christians;
that is, they place themselves and their
religions above all others.
Finally, a phrase that is often
heard in religious discourses in the
Kurdistan Region is the phrase ‹he
did not understand religion›, which
is an important and true sentence.
Understanding the holy text is a
difficult task. Because the text is the

word of God, and no one (apart from
the prophets) can communicate with
him. From an ordinary individual to a
graduate of Sharia University and to a
professor of philosophy, we argue that
each ‘does not understand religion’. Not
understanding religion is not a problem;
the problem is with implementing
religion. A common saying among
the clerics of the Kurdistan Region is,
‹we are trying to practice religion. If
we, do it well, it will benefit us. If we
do it badly, it will be our fault›. This
position;
1. Provides a constant ‘get out of jail
free card’ to religious men.
2. Allows for the continuation of power
in the hand of religious men.
3. Proves the difficulty of implementing
a holy text.
4. This proves that it is not the holy
text that is implemented but merely a
human interpretation of it.
Part Four: Secularism and Kurdish
social views on this issue
The above tells us that even following
the death of the Prophet, the holy
text was secularized. Why then is
secularism opposed in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq? The purpose here
is to highlight the importance of the
existence of a secular state and society.
The experience of the Kurdistan Region
shows growing fear and animosity
between secularism and religion, which
have reached the point of mutual denial.
There are several reasons for this; first,
Kurdish society’s lack of academic and
social understanding of the concept
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of secularism. Second, the concept
of secularism is a new concept in the
Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Many of
those who supported secularism during
the revolution believed in MarxismLeninism and opposed religion. Hence
these individuals do have much social
support when they discuss a secular
system for Kurdistan. Fourth, men of
religion enjoy much social and political
support in the region. Fifth, religious
influence from neighbouring states.
Sixth, the influence of Arabic culture
and religious understanding on the
Kurdistan Region, which can be argued
is the biggest problem. Another reason
is the education and social factor. The
concept of secularism refers to the
«segregation» and «separation» of
state and religion. In the educational,
social and historical context of Kurdish
history, the concept of segregation and
separation has had more of a negative
impact than positive on Kurdistan. For
example, the disunity of the Kurdish
emirates and Kurdish political parties
was a reason that led to the Kurds not
reaching their aims. Divorce between
men and women in Kurdish society has
always been viewed negatively, even
when one of the parties has clearly
broken the vows. Inheritance has
often led to disagreements and conflict
between recipients. In the case of
families, it is always viewed as better
for extended families to live together
than live separately, regardless of the
size of the family. All of this tells us
that the educational-social-historical
background of the Kurdish individual
views separation and segregation

negatively, and this affects the
individual›s perception of phenomena.
However, the question here is whether
secularism and religion are against
each other. Let’s take a few examples
and see if they can work together or
are opposed. Concepts such as justice,
equality, and respect for human beings
regardless of colour, language, or race
are a set of concepts that, to a lesser
extent, are highlighted by religion.
Secularism also emphasizes these
concepts. It can be argued that all three
of these concepts form the triangle of
secular thought. That said, it must be
remembered that secular thought on
these issues is different to religious
thought. For secularism, these concepts
cover all citizens, but for religion,
they only cover those who follow
the religion. These are all worldly
concepts. Importantly the definition
of these concepts and the mechanisms
of their implementation are the task
of the political, legal, economic,
and sociological sciences. That is,
religion cannot define these concepts
or determine the mechanism of their
implementation justly. Even science
such as economics or politics alone
cannot do this. It is here where religion
and secularism divide, as is scientific
and administrative institutions that
are tasked with providing definitions
and mechanisms of implementation.
This task also occurs in a geographical
context that includes the power of the
state. It is clear that secularism has
developed in line with the modern
state. Moreover, its foundations have
been strengthened by the question of
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human rights. Hence, we must ask,
what is human rights?
The question of the state and human
rights
The state is a geographical region that
includes a group of people. It is the
duty of the state to protect its citizens
from internal and external threats.
(12) There are two hidden elements in
this definition. First: religion does not
factor into this definition. That is, both
non-believer and believers (Muslim,
Christian, Yazidi, etc.) can be described
as ‘people’. Second: How does the state
protect its citizens? Does the state have
the capacity to disarm and stand up to
the enemy? No. In the Daesh attacks
on the Kurdistan Region, Christians,
Muslims, Kakais, and Yazidis were the
ones that took up arms and defended
their territories. At the local level, the
purpose of defending a citizen is to
have the state pass a law that treats
all its citizens equally. Furthermore,
as the state is made up of a body of
individuals from different religions,
it cannot prioritize one religion over
another. Therefore, the drafting of any
constitution that favours one religion
over another would be in contrast to
the principles and duty of the state.
It would lead to the alienation of one
citizen over the other and would be an
abuse of human rights, which the state
has the duty to defend and provide. It is
here that the division of society on the
basis of religious majority and minority
is incompatible with the principles
of state and citizenship, and human

rights. That is why it is not possible
to put the issue of human rights and
the issue of religious majority and
religious minority before a referendum
or election process, even if the law
receives 99% backing in a public
vote because these are issues relating
to individual law and not an issue for
the majority of society as a whole to
decide.
From this point of view, the question of
agreement (consensus) on the drafting
of a mixed or religious constitution for
the state is an unreasonable demand.
This demand is also unacceptable
because it is incompatible with
universal human rights and the duty of
the state. The duty of the state is clear,
and human rights are not an issue to be
compromised and agreed upon. Even if
we decide to draw up a constitution in
line with the holy text, as we have said,
we will face several major problems:
First, the Prophet himself is not alive
to guide us in this endeavour. Second,
his close aids are no longer alive to
be proficient in the Sunnah of the
Prophet and to guide us according to
the Sunnah. Third, interpretations of
the holy text are problematic, and each
interpretation differs from the other?
Fourth: which interpretations and what
perspectives should be followed?
On the other hand, if we look at the
French Declaration of Human Rights,
it states that «the natural, sacred and
inalienable rights of man» are the
foundations of any state. The declaration
crosses the borders of France and
enters the domain of ‹human beings›
and ‹human beings› and ‹society› and
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‹societies’. It is here that human rights
gain not only intellectual support but
also emotional support. (13)
On the other hand, the universality of
human rights begins when a person
is free from the confines of religious
literature. In religious literature, there
is no such thing as human rights as
religion is founded on the notion that
their followers and religion are they
are superior to other religions and
their followers. Hence, there is no
equality between human beings, which
is not a concept related to the subject
of human rights of different religions.
This concept has emerged as a result
of the secularization of society and the
avoidance of religious interpretations
of the text.
Part Five: Secular Countries in the
Islamic World
The number of those Muslim majority
countries that follow the idea that
religion and state should be separate
is not few. This distinction is either
explicitly stated in the respective
constitution, or religion in those states
has not been allowed to become the
basis of law and government. Secular
systems can differ in determining
the relationship between religion
and the state, but in these systems,
religion and the state do not interfere
with one another. Here we cite a few
examples of countries with a secular
system in the Islamic world where the
majority of the population is Muslim.
The Constitution of Tajikistan (about
9 million inhabitants) states in the

first paragraph; that Tajikistan is an
independent, democratic country based
on rights, secularism and unity. Article
8 states that ‹no thought, especially
religious thought, shall become the
state’s official ideology. Furthermore,
religion and the state are separate, and
religious institutions can not interfere
in the affairs of the State›. Article
7 of the Constitution of Azerbaijan
(about 10 million inhabitants) states
that Azerbaijan is a democratic and
secular country. While the Constitution
of Uzbekistan (about 35 million
inhabitants) is not based on secularism
secular, the state can be described
as secular as the constitution states
that the state has no ideology and the
people are the source of the country›s
power and democracy. Article 3 of the
Constitution states that «everyone is
free to practice any religion they wish
and the forceful imposition of any
religion on an citizen is not permitted».
The first article of the constitution
states that each of Kyrgyzstan (about
4 million people) and Kazakhstan
(more than 6 million people) are
secular countries. The first articles of
the constitutions of Kyrgyzstan (about
17 million people) and secular. If we
add together the residents of Albania
(more than 3 million) to Indonesia
(more than 355 million), Senegal (15
million people) and Turkey (77 million
people), the residents of these nations
make up about 350 million Muslims.
This is notwithstanding the fact that
170 million Muslims reside in India, the
constitution of which states that India
is a secular state. Article 10, paragraph
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one of the Albanian constitution states
that Albania does not have an official
religion and Article 24 states that all
are free to choose their religion. The
Senegalese constitution states in the
first article that Senegal is a secular
state. The Constitution of the Republic
of Turkey stipulates in Article 2 that
Turkey is a secular state, and Article 4
prohibits any amendments to the secular
system of Turkey. Furthermore, Bosnia
is also home to a Muslim-majority
country with a population of 4 million
and a secular constitution. Even the
KDP of Iran in Article 7, paragraph 1
of its internal program states that in the
case that East Kurdistan is founded as
an administrative and political unit in
the future, this unit will adhere to the
principles of secularism. (14)
The Example of Tunisia
Tunisia (11 million inhabitants) was
able to draft a civil constitution om
2014 through an agreement between
the nations Islamic and secular
parties. Although the first article of
the Tunisian constitution states that;
Islam is the religion of the state, the
second article states that Tunisia is a
civil state and that this article cannot be
amended. Article 6 also states that the
mosque must be impartial. Regarding
the concept of the ‘civil state’ in the
Tunisian constitution, Stephen and Linz
(15) explain that the term ‘secularism’
was not used as it is viewed as antireligion in the Arab world. Hence both
sides in the discussions, the Islamists
and the secularists agreed on a civil

state. Also, in the eight years before the
overthrow of Bin Ali, secularists and
Islamist parties in Tunisia have held
numerous meetings in London, which
led to an increased understanding of
one another’s thoughts. Hence there
was no fear from either party of the
other coming into power, and the
parties were able to establish a civil
constitution after the collapse of Ben
Ali that was not completely secular.
Conclusion
Religion is a major component of
Kurdish society, but you still live in a
state of violence. We can not describe the
individual Kurd with the term religion
alone. A series of external ideologies
have influenced the religious views of
the Kurdistan Region. There is no doubt
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that this trend is being exacerbated by
the international Muslim Brotherhood
and the Gulf count heavenly terries,
as well as religious books that contain
harsh attitudes and denials. Human
rights, which is a secular value, cannot
be abused on the basis of majority
and minority. The heavenly religion is
practised by means of an interpretation,
an interpretation that originates from a
single person rather than a universally
agreed interpretation. It is better for
secular and scholarly institutions in the
Kurdistan Region to read Kurdistan
society in accordance with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the
needs of the Kurdistan community
itself; a society that includes Muslims,
Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Kakais,
Yazidis, unbelievers, and other
religions and denominations.
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Kurdistan conflict and Crisis Research Center

The Kurdistan Conflict and Crisis Research Center (KCCRC) is an independent and not-for-profit
organisation based in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. KCCRC conducts research and produces policy
papers regarding Kurdish, Iraqi and related studies. Within this framework, KCCRC focuses its
research on the politics and economics of the region at the macro level, and at the micro level, it
concentrates on issues surrounding but not limited to the following;
• Ethnic and Sectarian Conflict
• Terrorism
• Islamism, extremism and radicalisation
• Instability
• Internally displaced peoples
• Oil and Gas
• Political Economy
• Ethnic and Sectarian conflict
• International politics
KCCRC delivers for its clients by using its unique geographic position to take advantage of the
expertise of local and international scholars to give the most precise picture of Kurdish, Iraqi and
Middle Eastern affairs.
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